RAILING SYSTEMS

Indoors and Outdoors
Bottom Clamping Profile Clip
The fixation with the clamping profile clip at the bottom is suitable for
glass railings, staircase railings, wind
protection devices, or privacy shield
systems.

Independent of the form of the clamping rail, a continuous aluminium
cover will be mounted above the rail.
We offer this cover in an oval and in
an angular form.

Bottom Railing System
Wind Protection Clip
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It is an aluminium profile, which we
offer for the laminated safety glass
thicknesses of 17.52 and 21.52 mm. In
some cases, a partial fixation of the
glass is sufficient, so only a parted
clamping rail has to be mounted. In
other cases, we recommend a continuous rail.

Drawing: Continuous Clamping Rail

You can adjust the profile to the
architecture of your house by an
optional colored powder coating.
Use the clip for a glass railing in case
the top finishing should be a round
or angular handrail.
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Angular or Oval Clamping Rail
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GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS FOR

RAILINGS

Living rooms, galleries and outdoor terraces

Fall Protections made of Glass
Glass Railing

You can choose all glass typs, no matter which system you prefer:
Transparent glass or satined glass, with colour or struktur. You choose
in consideration to your own preferces and the architecture style
of the house.
Please contact us for an offer without obligations with your measurements and design preferences.

A glass railing serves as fall protection
both inside the house and outside on
the roof terrace, or against steep terrain
in the garden. Both with public and
private building projects, the glass
railing is a modern and economic
solution. The systems are fast and easily
mounted.

The architectural possibilities of glass
railings are manifold. Flexibly adjusted to your on-site requirements, we
design the staircase railing completely individually for you.

Glass Railing for Roof Terrace

Especially, if you choose a bottom clamping profile as fixation system.
With this, there are no glass drillings necessary as the glass is easily
fixed in the profile. The bottom clamping profile clip will be screwed
to the building connection element, the system Frontale will be
mounted against the railing edge.

Max. Transparence with Clear Glass

Glass Railing with Point Mounting

Due to the weatherproof properties of the materials, the railing is
also predestined for outdoor use. Here, we recommend an additional glass sealing, though.
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Also attractive is the fixation with the premium point mounting Solo.
With this mode of fixation, the glass railing can be mounted extremely flexibly. It can also be used variably at different heights, like for
example continuously on banisters.

Either the glass railing will be mounted with point mountings, which will
be variably screwed to the building
connection element. As far as a
continuous subfloor is existing, a bottom clamping profile can also be
used, which does not require a glass
drilling. With this, the glass is only
clamped.
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A glass railing serves as fall protection and provides at the same
time a high transparancy at or in the house. Our system is based
on our bottom clamping profil, which is design for a glass thickness
of 17.52 or 21,52 mm. Glass railings with stainless point fixings
could be used for staircase railings, because of the flexible fixation
possibilities.

Staircase Glass Railing

Pool Glass Fence for Child Safety

We exclusively use high quality laminated safety glass in the thicknesses of
17.52 and 21.52 mm. Please regard the
regulations of the respective state
building code for the height of the
railing.

Handrail neatly welded

Glass Railing with Bottom Fixation

Parted Clamping Rail

Application Fields:
- Railing roof terrace, gallery, terrace
- Fall protection pool
- Railings on observation decks
- Bordure of Light Well

Handrail mandatory

Advantages at a Glance:
- any lengths and heights to be realized
- continuous railing for plain level and staircase
- corners and cut-outs possible
- fixation by clamping profile or point mounting
- bottom clamping rail: oval or angular
- handrail: round or angular
- laminated safety glass: clear glass, satined or designed

Bordure of Light Well
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